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CHAPTER II
TRANSCRIPT
J.T.F .:
I just want to open up a little bit, with, just to
get you talking a 1 i ttle bit, to tall< about your early da>•s,
and just background information on you.
Jackie: Weil, I"m Jackie Engel, I was born Jackie Ulr-ich,
and l"m from old pioneer stock of McPherson . My
grandparents had the first cafe on main street, my
grandfather came here with an old buckboard, and was the
first mail carrier. So when you talk about old-time
McPhersonites, that"s my family. My grandfather started the
first baseball team her·e, and things Ii Ke that, so I had al 1
my schooling in McPherson. All of it. And my father, then,
married my mother, naturally; and came herewith a
vaudeville show, and a ... tent show at that time, saw m;,'
mother sitting or, the front row, and fe11 instantly in 1ove
with her, and decided to whisk her instantly off to New
York; and that was not to my mother's parents 1 iklng at
al I. So, since dad couldn"t take her to New York, he
br-ought New York to McPherson, and he started the Crossroad
Pl aymaker" s Theatre. They had a very a.ct i ve theatre group
for years, and years, and years; and they were very
successful at everything except making money, and that was
pretty much the story of my father's 1 ife. He was
successful at everything except making money. So, dad
decided he needed to do something to make a little money, so
he became editor of the local paper, which was the
Republican at that time.
So, we're talking about ...
My stock goes back in McPherson a long time. So I got all
my school inQ here, was brought up in an old Victorian house
on Walnut Street, one of those three stories where the
spinster- aunt and the two sets of grandparents, and
everybody comes and lives with you, because there aren't
nursing homes and things as far bacK as I go. So, I was a
very well-loved child and I was a very happy child. I loved
school.
I can stil 1 remember skipping off to grade school,
loving to go, 1 il<ed high school I vJas very active; just
wouldn't take anything for my happy childhood memories. My
mother always said, "Jackie, I real]:, .. . I think you"re too
dumb to be unhappy." Maybe there was some truth in that,
but I"ve always been happy.
l"ve always been optomistic.
The only time I left McPherson was when I went to Pr-1ncip1a,
which is a college in 111 inois.
I was there for two years,
i t was a Junior col I ege then.
Then came bacK, mar·r I ed,
-
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during the war years, had a child, was a mother and a homebody for a whi,e, and after that we moved to California for
a brief £ix years . So that time was about the only time
I've been out of McPhersorr . Came bacK, I was widowed v ery
early,
I was widowed when I was Just thirty-one, and so,
came back so that my mother could sort of taKe care of my
child whi I~ I became an executive secretary with an aluminum
company here in McPherson. And when It was time for my
ch•ld -- my only child -- to go away to college, I decided I
was going to be very, very lonely without young people; and
that somehow being a secretary the rest of m>' 1 ife didn't
sound all that appealing . One day I remember I was buying
lettuce In the Dil Jon's Supermarket h~re, and I ran into
Vinnie Lindbeck, who was the county superintendent of
schools, and she said, "Jackie, why don't you try teaching?
I thinl< you'd 1 iKe it, and I think It would 1 il<e you , " And
I had never thought of teaching, never ever thought of
teaching, and I said, "Well, how do I start? I don't Know
whether I want to do this or not." And she said, "Wel I, go
out, they're 9olng to give the . . • " I don't remember . ..
"English proficiency test at McPherson College, in a few
days. Go out and talk to Dr . Harley Stump." So I went out
and I thought, "Well, I'll take it, and if I even pass It,
that'l I be an indication that that's what God must want me
to do." Well, I pass-?d it, and didn't have any trouble with
it, and Dr. Stump encouraged me to go on, and so that's how
I got into education. And I was forty-two years old when I
taught my first class, and after I graduated from McPherson
College, working part-time, getting my teaching certificate
there, I taught at McPherson Junior High my first year, and
then the next twenty y~ars I was here at McPherson High
School. Never intending to be a Journal ism teacher.
I was
ready to teach Chaucer, and Shakespeare, and al 1 those other
good things, b•Jt they lost their journal ism teacher here at
the high school my second year of teaching, so they moved me
over from the Jun I or high. And I said, "But, I don't have
any journal ism hour·=··
I don"t know anything about teaching
journal ism." They said, "Oh, your father was editor of the
paper . tt And I said, "Well, do you thinl< it comes through
the genes, or something? I don't understand that Kind of
perverted logic!" But, I went to school at K.U. that
summer, and the next summer, and finally managed to get
fifteen hours, which was more than what was required at that
time, and I've been involved in Eng l ish and journal ism at
the high school here ever since . But, I was r·eally a late
bloomer, because I didn"t even start teaching until I was
forty-two .
Harry: You want it verbatim, as usual.
Like your father
always says, I was born at a very early age. That's all I
remember so far. No, I was born on the eastern edge of
-
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Colorado, almost Into Kansas, 1n a 1 i ttle hick town cal led
Towner. And It v.ias way bacK there.. . I grew up during the
Depression, and at that plac~ it was the dust bowl: where
you intercepted the dust from Texas to Nebraska and backwards.
I think you would classify my fol Ks as poor; unti 1
the change come, and they got out of the Depression.
I
enjoyed my childhood, and when I went to high school.
l
didn ✓ t have to resort to dragging main for boredom.
There
wasn't a whole lot to do.
I think In my case, we were
pretty much family centered. When I was about ..• I was 1n
the third grade when we moved to McPherson, Kansas, and l
have had most of my school 1ng here, except for my earl 1est.
I went to McPherson College after servic~, and I have been
to ten more different colleges.
I have my Masters from
Washington University, St. Louis.
J.T.F.: Who most influenced your decision to go into
teaching?

I

Jackie: Well, i t was just a spur of the moment thing, and I
don't usually do things spur of the moment.
I would say
that it was Vinnie Lindbeck, and then I would say 1t was Dr.
Stump, who really encouraged me - - and after I sat through a
couple of his 1 terature classes, I was Just so in<Splred by
what you could get out of 1 iterature. He Just made me
really love It; and I Knew that was what I wanted to teach.
And then after I took a few course~ at K.U. and K-State In
Journal ism, I Knew that that was an exciting world out there
too. So, I think I'd credit those people.
Harry: Wel 1, I'd say It was basically my high school
te a-.chers, and I'd say grade school teachers.
I don't th Ink
I probably Knew at the time about the financial aspects of
it. The coaches and teachers I had seemed to enjoy 11fe,
and athletics I think was fun, and I'd say they were the
main influence.
I would say that at the time I did 90 out
[into teaching] my field was closed. And so I thought I'd
temporarl ly be a teacher.
If you ever get in, you can't get
out, Fraz !
J.T.F.:

By your field being closed -- what field was that?

Harry: I was a chemistry major.
I have taught chemistry
one year only; I've always taught math.
J.T.F.: You started out with the idea of being a chemistry
teacher?
Harry: No, being a chemist. The only openings there were
would be, what you would call, kind of writing things over
and over again.
I did taKe a minor in educat on .
-
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J.T.F.: And you can't think of any one or two people in
particular that might have most influenced ..• ?
Harry: Two of them would 'be a gentleman by the name of
Joseph Rich, Joe Rich, who you Knew; and Jack Randle.
J.T.F.:

What about them ... ?

Harry: Well, they were my coaches in high school, Mr.
Randle was my Government teacher, and to this day I have a
good association with him.
I think he's a perfect
gentleman. He called everyone Mr. and Miss., and he had a
lot of respect for Kids.
J.T.F.: Now, one of the first things they asK you, when
you're applying for a job, one of the early things that's on
the form is: what is your philosophy of teaching? And, I'm
going to ask you the same thing, and maybe you,d l iKe to
even define what you consider to be a philosophy of
teaching,
Jackie:
I guess I've been asked that a lot of times.
I
guess I think a philosophy of teaching is something you can
wake up with in the morning, I ive with through the day, and
go to bed with at night and feel like it's been a good day.
I would say my philosophy of teaching stems from the fact
that I had two excellent supervising teachers when I did my
practice teaching at the high school.
I had Helen Matson
who was an excellent high school teacher, English teacher.
And I had Alma Maddox at the Junior high, both very wellrespected teachers. They were master teachers -- in evry
sense of the word. They taught me so much.
I perhaps
gained even more than I might have normally, because right
after I started teaching at the high school, Helen Matson
became very ill and it was necessary for me to assume the
responsibility for the classroom and only because I was
practically an "old lady" at that time in my fortys were
they able to allow me to do that.
If I had been, you know,
in my early twentys I don't know that they would have. So I
got a lot out of my ' teaching. And I think my philosophy
stems from a lot of things they taught me. And one thing
they taught me was that you must learn to teach from your
heart as well as your head. And I've really tried to
practice that.
I was a mot.her before I was a teacher, and
every time there's any discipline or any tough decision t.o
make, I try to think "If that were my son or my daughter,
how would I want that teacher to handle i t?P
and then I've
tried to react accordingly. That's part of my philosophy of
teaching. Another part of my philosophy of teaching is that
I think the average student -- and that's what I think most
teachers, unless they specialize, need to gear themselves to
-
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teach, is the average student -- I thir,K the average student
will only reach as high as you put the bait. Now you once
in a while draw that student who has that insatiable desire
to learn, and I'm not talking about that student -- I'm
talking about Mr . Average, and just as high as you put the
bait is as high as they're going to reach. Now, to me in my
philosophy the trick is: sometimes you put the bait too
higt-,, and you thwart them and frustrate them, sometimes you
don't put it high enough and you don't motivate them enough.
Well, to me being a good teacher is finding the level at
which to put the bait.
J.T .F : Do you think that mostly comes from instinct, or
does that come from experience?
Jackie:
Oh, I think a lot of it comes from experience. But
I thinK the really good teachers that I've Known have had an
l nstinct ... a sensitivity.
Harry: Well, I don·'t Know what my philosoph>· of teaching
1s.
I don't think there's anything permanent except change.
Your philosophy I'm sure is going to change as time changes
and you respond to children, or your students differently.
I have about. .. twelve I ittle quotes, and they deal with
attitude, and what you want out of life, and what you're
willing to do, and what knowledge consists of, what do you
expect from school, responsibility, whether you can somehow
grasp some creativit>· in a field, some Knowledge in that
field, creativ i ty basically is probably an innate property
that you have, but I think my philosophy would be that you
would try to teach a student. .. impart to them knowledge;
al so good citizenship, responsibility, and probably
efficiency.
In the field I teach it used to be they'd say
"he deserves a grade, he's worked hard, he works long,
he
does it."
In the field of ma.thematics, basically the
quickest, easiest way should be what you're looking for.
Philosophy, I don't know what ... I think it ... you try to
develop attitudes.
J.T.F.: Now, could you give me a couple of examples of some
of the quotes? I Know you write these up on the board
almost on a daily ... (basisJ.
Harry:
I do write them on a daily ... I i magine I have
around three thousand of them.
J.T.F.:

Any of them come to mind?

Harry: Oh, I think one of the ones I liKe
"It ' s not
having what you want, but wanting what you have"; "Are you
part of the problem, or are you part of the answer?"; "Worry
-
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is 1 ike a rocKing chair, it won't get you any place, but it
gives you something to do." .
I have lots of those ..• and a
1ot of them . . • experience• Is a great thing .• . I have four or
five about experience.
J.T . F.: Would you say that to some extent those quotes sort
of reflect this philosophy?
Harry:
It refiects my philosophy.
I learned this by going
to a teacher's meeting, way back in about '56. And the
gentleman said write a quote evry day on the board . . . don't
say anything about 1t. I started that the next year, I have
been doing it since, and you'd be surprised as the students
walk In, the first thing they do 1s look at the board.
Today I put on •oon't count the days, make the days count,u
Now, see, we're down to -- what-- four days. You know, you
could fold your tent and go home.
J.T.F.: What sort of responses do you get from the
students? Do they ever discuss any of these?
Harry: Oh, yes! And every so often they go up and change
them, and sometimes there's a new good one, because the>'
paraphrase them .. . Ctries to recall one, but can'tl ... they
change them so that It makes some good ~ense, and sometimes
it says something to you.
I can remember once I had
one ... "before you let your temper flare up, count ten -count ten of your own faults . " And if you 1 ose your temper
once in a while , they'l 1 ask you about that motto . So don't
do what I -- what? -- do, do what I say'
I do have a lot of
philosophy quotes, and some of them are real down to earth.
And that is my philosophy.
I think you have to sell kids,
that's the philosophy .
I thinK you have to sell them ethics
-- what's right, responsibi 1 i ty . There's a lot besides just
book Knowledge. And I thinK the public expects us to do
that now.
J.T.F: How would you say that teaching, or education as a
whole, has changed since you started teaching?
Jackie: Vastl>. And you're talking about education more
than how the students have changed -- you're talking about
education. First of all, I think teachers have to become
professionals -- 1n the sense of the word aff111at1ons with
your national, state and local organ1zat1ons. And 1 bucked
that all the way until I couldn't buck it any longer . I
love teaching.
I wanted to be left alone to do research, to
plan my lessons, and I didn't want to be h19h-ta1l 1n' it to
all Kinds of meetings, and serving on al I Kinds of boards,
and be president, and everything else. So the fir~t six
years, no matter what they asked me to do, I said no. No, I
-
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wouldn't do i t . And then I finally realized that If there
weren't people out there working for teacher's rights and
for teacher's grievances,and things 1 ike that, that some day
when I might need that, it wasn't going to be there for me
-- I didn't have the right to expect It. So probably the
sixth year that I started teaching I became extremely
active.
I have seen professional organizations stub their
toes many times, our professional organizations, make a lot
of mistakes, but I've seen them do far more good. So I see
us as being much more...
Teachers never used to be able to
be active, politically active.
They -- it was unheard of
for them to tal<e a stand.
I'd say the thing I ha.ven't 1 lked
about it with our -- as some superintendents cal 1 them -unions, and I don't 1 Ike to think of us that way, because
that has a very negative connotation to me; and it
shouldn't, because some unions do a lot of good. But with
teachers, and our national associations, I'm ~orry that we
ever had that dichotomy between the administrators and the
teachers that we have now.
I hated that when It happened -1 hate it more now. And I think that rift has not been
good.
I think negotiations are good.
I wish we didn't have
binding arbl tration, and I think until we get rid of that
we're not going to flourish 1 iKe we should. So I have seen
teachers have to become more active, and I think the really
good teachers do in their local, state and national.
I
think we're forced to .
.J.T.F.: Now, when would you sa>· that rift started, and what
do you think was the cause of that rift?
Jackie:
It started around '68 and '69, because that was the
year I served as president of our local teacher's
association. And I don't know whether It was that year or
the year after that, that the administrators stopped joining
the local associations -- the MTA: McPherson Teacher·'s
Association.
It might have been closer to 1970, but it was
right in that ball park.
I thinK there were too many
differences of opinion, and they just simply couldn't work
them out; and so they decided that because there were so
many differences they'd pull out -- they weren't
comfortable,
I think it started a lot too when teachers
first began to go to the negotiating table. But I think
administrators have to remember that we were invited to that
negotiating table. We were told that there's not enough
dollars out there in the community -- you become active and
help us find those dollars, if you're going to want higher
salaries and things.
J.T.F.: But perhaps in the early days the teach~r~ were
kind of, perhaps flexing their muscles a little bit, and

-
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because they had been given this opportunity, and the
administrators perhaps couldn't cope with that?
Jackie:
I think that's true, and I think I can have some
empathy toward the administrators on that.
I"m sure it must
have been a terribly new ball game for them, too; and they
could have been uncomfortable with it. And I think I
understand that. But we can't go bacK, Teachers are going
to become more and more active.
I th i nl< It annoys
principals when people become very, very professional and
have to take days out of school to go to attend me-etings and
things 111<e that. And In part I can understand that, but
that's ju~.t part. .. that"~ how teaching has changed today.
That and I think now, after A Nation at RisK and all that,
we're standing at the threshold of better teacher
preparation at college level. And teachers are going to
have to become active in H,at ball game. They"re going to
have to become active in ~aying what makes a good teacher,
and in serving on boards and things for it. We're going to
see some big changes there.
J.T.F: Aside from the professional ism of the teacher's
organizations themselves, has the training become much more
professional as well?
Jackie: Yes, and I think we're going to see it become more
and more and more so.
I thinK we're going to be able to do
away with that two year period, where after two years you
had your 1 icense to teach for the rest of your 1 ife.
I've
never felt that was healthy.
I don't Know of another
profession where after you've been in it two years you can
simply stay in it the rest of your 1 ife if you're average,
excellent, or poor. And I don;t think that': a healthy
situation for the teachers, and I'm glad to see it go. And
my friends that are young say •well, that's easy enough for
you to say. You've got security!" And I understand why
they feel that way, but I _iust don't feel i t"s good, Jeff.
J.T.F.: You feel that in the end it'll be a greater· impetus
to be a better teacher?
JacKle:
I hope so! To be an excel Jent teacher.
think we
have far too many average, and eight to four, mediocre
teachers. And thl.t doesn't mean U-1at I think you have to
spend a lot of hours.
1 have to, because that's just the
way I'm geared; but I don't th;nK it's the number of hours
you spend .
I thinK it's what you do in the hours you're
here.
Harry: We I ive in a faster society, our 1 ife's pace is a
lot faster,
I don't think that's probably good. We don't
-
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taKe the time to smell the roses, or somthing liKe that.
I
think we need to.
I think there's more distractions, more
diversions in education than it's ever had.
I think
sometimes our family unit isn't strong and so there's no
pressure on somebody, and we are becoming some kind of a
state that sa>'S 11 we'll take car·e of you". That"s true .• . we
need to ..• those who need to be taken care of, but I don't
think you can ride a gravy train, either .
J.T.F . : Now, by distractions, do you mean extracurricular
activities, or do you mean things like jobs and ... ?
Harry: Yeah, I mean basically jobs. Jobs is probably the
worst thing that ever happened to the high school Kid. Now,
we've always had jobs, but we have many attractions 1 ike
cars, good times, going to see costly concerts, and the
parent says to the chi Id, "Sure you can do that -- you pay
for them." And pretty soon, you've got a Job, forty hours a
week, he's got marri e d to a car, he supports the car, buys
gas, does al 1 this, and if there's a conflict between school
and his job, his Job is immediate money. Right now. He's
going to slight the school. Where I guess the philosopt,y of
th~ school would be: why do you go to school? To learn
responsibility and that, and then twenty years down the
1 ine, it's money for you .
It's Kind of delayed action
money, and right now we look at it and we want to get our
hands on it .
I'm not against kids working, but when it
takes away their school time , and what they can learn . .. and
attractions besides, after they do get through with their
jobs, even dragging main street with your car, see? Where
i t•s an ego trip sometimes.
Rather than go home and get ...
bury your nose in the book, and Kids need to realize one
thing: if you start working when you're fourteen, fifteen
years old, you're going to work a long time in your life.
J.T.F.: Would you say that compared to, say, ten or even
twenty years ago that the kids are working considerably
longer hours? It used to be that you thought of Kids in
high school getting summer Jobs, and now you're saying that
rather than waiting · until the summer to get that job,
they're trying to get more or less full-time jobs during the
school year as well?
Harry :
It probably helps that the company will cut them off
from having forty hours, because they don't want to give
them the fringe benefits,
But you go out and looK in our
parking lot, and you can tell the student's cars from the
faculty cars.
J . T.F . :

Are the student~s cars better?

-
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Harry:
J.T.F.:

Oh!

You know it!

Lot better shape.

Harry: They do have pride In their cars. That is one thing
that is probably good about that job and that. They have
some pride In that job and they do learn some r·esponsi bil ity. But, they may not learn enough Knowledge and
Know-how to save them if there was a recession or something
1 iKe that, or if they want a better job, because the
qualities that they need or qual ifica.tions won't be ther·e,
J.T.F.: How would you describe your style of teaching? And
before you answer that, I'm going to warn you that the next
question a 1 i ttle bit further down is going to be talking
about method; and by style I think I'm speaking mostly in
terms of presentation -- the way that you present your
material to the students as opposed to the method, which is
organization, the preparation that you do yourself. So how
would you describe the style of teaching?
Jackie:
I guess in two words: highly organized.
I'm not
creative, I'm not artistic, I'm not gifted, Everything all
my 1 ife has been extremely hard for me.
It was hard for me
to learn to play the piano, ride a bike, anything I've ever
done has been hard for me.
I was an A student only because
if sombody else spent fifteen minutes, I spent six hours.
And that's the way I ••• I gue»s that just goes with the
genes I was born with. So I've alway~ had to organize,
that's been ... if I've been successful it's only because I'm
a highly organized person. And to this day even though I've
taugh MacBeth for twenty-one years now, I never go into a
class session without re-reading that same scene, going over
my same notes, revising my notes, and I have usually
euen·thing written down from the announcements I'm going to
maKe to the students I have to see to remind them of
something, to the time when the study period begins if I'm
going to give them one.
It's the only way I'm comfortable
1n a classroom.
I wish I were a loose, casual, sit on the
edge of my desK, "hey, let's play it by ear today."
Oh, I
admire those teachers, but I'm just not that way. And I
can't operate that way. My very first day of teaching in
Junior high, I tell you, I crossed all the t's and dotted
all the i's and I told Verne Young that I had a new dress
and a new wristwatch and I was so ready to teach that first
class and I gave my first beautiful fifteen minute lecture
on the need for preparation and the need to bring the right
book to class, and let's not wast one precious minute of
those, I think it was forty-three minutes we had at that
time, and boy, my first lecture went so well, and then I
heard the intercom cl lck on and I heard Mr. Young's voice
-
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say, uvour mother Just called, and she said that you were so
excited to get to your first day of teaching that you forgot
your lunch.
It's hC?re In the office for >'OU," l,Jell, that
blew my credibil lty. Sot wasn't too well organized then.
I've always remembered that first day. No, I Jus t have to
be organized, and that's my style.
It's a d1scipl ined 1
organized style.
It's the reason I think I have the best of
all possible worlds, because I teach college-bound English,
so that's the way I teach that class.
I teach Journal Ism l
and II, which is the basics, but it's a clsss similar to
that -- it's organized. Then I have two hours that are lab
classes, sol can relax.
I'm not sure I could be that
highly organized for fiv~ straight periods. So in those lab
classes, I still have notes, and I still for the first five
or six minutes say "hey, this is what needs to be accomplished", but then I can sit back and watch them do it . And
that's a nice change of pace for me.

J.T.F.: And during those periods you have a lot more
interaction then ... ?
Jackie:

Oh, yes .

J.T.F.: Okay, now how about your method, and >'ou've already
touched upon that a 1 lttle bit, but perhaps you might want
to go ,nto a 11 ttle more detai I about how >'OU set yourself
up for each cla$S?
Jackie: Well, I try not to stand behind the desk. I try to
somehow move in front of 1t. I'm uncomfortable with a
lectern, or anything, although it would be much handier for
me sometimes than having my notes down here. But I want to
be closer to the students.
I try from the very first or
second day to know the students by first name. I try to
call them by their first name.
I try to get interaction
among them.
I try very hard to go to every activity that
any of our students are involved 1n, so that when they come
into class that day, I can say "gee, that was a nice concert
last night", or • that was a fine solo you did•, or n I saw
;,·ou marching in the band yesterday• , and that's something
that I guess maybe I do pride myself on, but it makes for
very long days sometimes. But I really try to be able to
reach the student on a one-on-one basis -- when he's at all
reachable. Now, the uninvolved student, the student who
Just goes to work after school or early in the morning,
that's a l ittle harder nut to crack, and there you have to
find out where they worK and approach them on ,t. So after
we can sort of get some of those amenities out of the way
earl Y in the hour, then I really try to be close to them, up
front.
I lecture a lot.
I expect them to be able to take
notes, but that's because of the nature of my class. But
-
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then I want interaction from them because, In 1 i teratur·e
particularl)', there can be a lot of interaction.
I tr;.· to
wait sufficient time for·a response.
I try to draw from
those students who aren;t as apt to respond.
If that ✓ s what
you mean by method.
Harry:
If you go to each room in this building, you;l I find
every teacher;s different. We used to team teach down in
our area, and I think it was probably great, because they
got a l ittle of two teachers that were completely different
style. So, 1 ✓ m different from anybody else.
I can ✓ t mimic
anybody.
1/ve learned over the years, I thinK you have to
develop a rapport with each class. With each level and
that. We teach high school students. They/re coming out of
Junior high, and they/re starting to mature and that,
they're adolescent; and you have to reach their level. And
so the first thing I would look at that I do ... I work very
hard at being able to communicate with them at their level.
I use probably more slangs, or colloquial isms, than probably
any teacher in this school.
I have quite a few words that I
use l iKe, maybe you ✓ ve heard, l iKe boo-coo, yardbird,
Knucklehead; and I will sometimes calJ a •.. stop and call a
Kid a Knucklehead.
I can use different inflections, so I
think the student can understand if r ✓ m pleased or displeased with him.
I. .. that/s the way I want to teach.
I
don/t usually Know my student/s first name, I call them all
by their last.
I have some cr·azy posters, bulletin boar-ds
in my room. All teachers have differ-ent bulletin boards.
think that;s a way to reach Kids.
I spend a lot of time
preparing lessons.
If 1 ✓ m going to be in this, I have to
work at it, And I think our school is very fortunate; we
have a lot of students -- I mean teachers-- that do spend
time. We have coaches where the classes come first. And
think academics do come before that, Now, my style of
teaching, I look at it and I always do try to relate it to
everyday 1 ife. You can't always do that.
I probably water
it down, make It easy, because we/re ua nation at r·isK".
Maybe thirty years ago you would teach to the B, C students
In your elective; we still teach to our C students. We ' d
1 ike to hold these students, make them think, "I got
something out of this class." He can/t s i t in class and not
learn anything. Whether they get the good grades out of it,
we hope they I 1Ke the idea that they were in the classroom,
learning something about th 1·5 area; whether you 1 iKe this
area. MY collegue and I, we brE-.3.k it down into ... we do
grade papers, and we have a l ittle different philosophy
about tests. We have a test every Friday. We grade papers
every day, and spend about twenty minutes so if the y don/t
Know how to do It, you better learn i t here -- because on
Friday it ' s going to be on that test, then we're going to
find out If the student ~nows it. And we use tests as a
-
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learning as well as a measuring instrument. After we have
graded, we to take up the next lesson. we ✓ re basically a
lecture ... we do asK questi~ns al I throughout. And we cover
this lesson. Now, in the assignment, that would be the next
third of the hour, probably the last twenty minutes, or
fifteen, we have ••• we probably do it a I ittle differently,
we do have the assignment over the lesson we ✓ ve gone, and
that would be probably a third of the assignment will be
over the lesson that;s been presented, but we ✓ 11 spiral back
for five days.
In other words the problems they get on this
day, they wi I I see them four more days, and they will
decrease in number. So I thinK we have better results if we
have the test at the end, because then thQy will have had
it. We just don ✓ t give them the problems, and then leave
them , And we call that spiral I ing way. And we give them
enough so they can;t finish in class, and they should have
from ten minutes to an hour homework, depending on the
abi I ity of the student. We are basically a lecture type
course, mathematics, not very much audience participation.
J.T.F.: Now, have changes that we discussed earlier in
education, and we haven;t yet talked about from a student
standpoint what sort of changes have taken place , but from
an educational and teacher standpoint, have the changes that
have taken place in the past -- have they affected your
style or your method to any great degree?
Jacki~ :
I don;t think so. Without saying that what has
affected my teaching has been what ✓ s happened to the student
In society, and the difference in the students I get today,
which I think you ✓ 11 get to later; so 1 ✓ 11 put that on the
back burner for now . No, I don;t see myself and my
methods, •. perhaps they haven;t changed as much as they
should. My expectations are stil 1 pretty much as they were.
The methods that I use to get to them . . . I do try to
brighten, freshen, and revise my material all the time.
Even though lt;s stjll MacBeth, or it's still Chaucer, I'm
sti l l looking for that more relevent way to bring it in -to make It real for them.
But, outside of that, no, I don;t
th i nk it;s changed .
J.T . F . : Well, let~s go ahead and touch on that burning
question, in what way have the Kids changed?
JacK,e: Vastl~.
Just enormously, The students that I had
when I was first doing my student teaching at McPherson
College, and was a grader -- we used to have graders at
those times, and one of the Engl 1sh teachers in the high
school would hire you to grade student;s themes -- the
students that I got to know through those themes, and then
got to Know my first five y ears of teaching, had ~uch a
-
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desire to want to learn. School was their number one Job.
It wasn't a Job that was their number one Job, and then
school If they had t i me f1:1r it. And that's the biggest
change. We didn't have almost seventy-one per cent of our
students in high school worKing. And I'm talKing about
worKing twelve, to fifteen, to sometimes twenty-four hours a
day.
CweeK?l School was their job . They loved it. They
had that desire to learn. Whereby I used to require twelve
novels a year in college bound English, I have to fight
every st•p of the way to get six in now. And I'm not proud
of the fact that I"ve had to partially water· down the
college bound English course 1n order to maKe it reachable,
and practical for those students who are still ta.King it.
J,T , F.: Wouldn"t you say that -- I'm Kind of leading the
witness here, but -- wouldn't you say that when you started
[teaching] that education was very much the Key to success.
Whereas now, people come out of . .. well, even without a high
school degree . .• people seem , to my mind, to enjoy talking
about the success stories of people wl thout a college or
high school ..• wouldn"t you say that that has had an
influence on the student's attitude?
Jackie: Oh, definite]-,,, and I think one of the finest
things that has happend to educ at I on has been the- growt t-, in
the vocational areas, and what we ✓ ve done with auto
mechanics and vocational carpentry, and welding, and things
1 Ike that, which have made great success stories and great
worl<ing citizens in our communit>· of people who don't want
to go on to college. No, I'm not a belie1,,1er at all that
college is for everybody, but because of the nature of the
course I teach, I gear my teaching toward that student who
1s going on . And when the~ say to me "but Mrs. Engel, we"re
not a freshman in college yeta I say to them "but you're
much c I oser to that tt1an you are to be Ing a sophomore in
high school." Wh1lo we're taJKing about students changing,
I don't want to sound like I'm finding fault with students.
I thin!< they"ve b•en caught in this . The seventy-one per
cent working is one thing. Most of them are working for the
car. A few will say we"re working for college", but not
many. Also the student 1s caught in that, I feel, bad
situation whereby they ' re either from a single-parent family
-- I thinK we have almost thirty per cent that way -- or
sometimes we"re the f i rst adults they see when they get to
school in the morn Ing. No I onger do we have that cozy
family thing of mom getting up and fixing breakfast, and a
few even hurried words exchanged at the breakfast table.
Sometime~ the students don"t see the mother or father all
day, so there isn't that "what happened at school today,
John" or "what"s going on" and "what"s giving you a bad time
In physics or whatever it is. We don't have that
0
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interchange, that conversation going on at home, We don't
have that parental bacKing of education that we had even
fifteen years ago. And th~t worries me,
I don't see that
changing, and that worries me.
J.T,F,:

You don't see the trend coming back Just yet?

JacKie:
I wish I could not say just yet, I don't see that
it's going to come back.
I think society is going to have
to undergo a tremendous change before we see that happen.
Harry: Yes, and there's been a lot of years between
there ... it has changed. And I think probably somewhat
ethics have changed. That sounds funny, but I think ethics
do change. You have to roll with the punches. And i f you
can " t change, then you'd better get out.
If you don't 1 il<e
Kids, you'd better get out. And I think that one of the
t h i n gs t h a t ' s h u r t u s i s t he f am i 1 y u n i t , The f am i 1 y u n i t ,
say, thirty or forty years ago still existed, We have quite
a few where the family unit doesn't even exist. Someone's
got to care about kids; and that sometimes comes down to the
teacher, or the school employee, coach, custodian -- which,
in our school, I thin!< our custodian probably is an important person to the Kids, because he does care about them,
and they Know it, Kids Know If you do.
I think rapport is
the most important thing, and over the years, that's going
to change. And you may be out of step sometimes.
J. T. F.:
In what ways have you had to change in order to
adapt to the, at least partial, breakdown of the family
unit? Of course in some cases 1 I Ke you said ...

Harry: Well, you're going to have to first of al I respect
the rights of others.
Regardless of how you feel towards
it, you've got to feel ... that they have their opinion.
You can disagree with someone and still be their friend and
teacher, You do have to change. And technology has
changed, but basically our course is still the same. Ours
isn't as tough as social studies, where you have to teach
people how to I ive, and I do think that In math we don't
teach people •.. we don't teach much more than what's in the
booK sometimes. And I think you still need to teach kids a
Ii ttle about 1 ife, what's important. We .•. maybe our
subject isn't the most important, responsibility may bei
respect for others, respect for yourself. There's something
that's probably . .. when a Kid's having trouble, sometimes he
has no respect for himself. And we do not see the
environment these Kids are in. A few I Know are a credid to
their parents. And I still think, regardless of if it was
thirty years ago or it is now, a kid has dignity. Don't
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take that away from him. How do you change? My course
probably hasn't changed a• much as others.
l thlnK Engl lsh
may have changed, and yet it hasn't, because you've still
got to be able to communicate and express yourself . We
pr<:Jbably do have more col loqulal Isms and things, and how has
the nation, or the 1,ocietY in general, reacted to that?
They go with it. So, I don't Know.
I would say I have a
harder time getting down to Kid's level then J. .. the
attention span.
I thinK ... sometimes I say things that I
don't mean, but I think TV has something to do with the
attention span.
I notice with my own children, they're
pretty good at shutting me out when they were watching TV.
Now, that's a carry over sometimes to the classroom. Kids
can shut you out very easy. So maybe you have to be a
entertainer. You have to do something to get their
attention.
I thinl< we do work at that.
I wi 11 tel 1 you
that I try to do different things, and work Kids 1n, to get
their attention . Whether I've got to look at a Kid who's a
basketball player and call him "Mr. BasKetbal 1", so he knows
that I know who he is, l Know what his interest Is, and then
I may have his attention.
I think you've got to let the
kids Know that you're interegted in what they do otherwise.
If their name's in the paper -- even if it's speeding or
something.
I thinK sometimes you've QOt to handle it very
carefully .
J.T.F.: How has discipltne changed from the ear·ly days to
now? Is It more difflcul t to maintain discipline now?
JacKie:
I guess my age and my weight have not made that a
problem for me.
I know that you're probably not going to
believe this, but 1 can truly say that I could probably
count on two hands, In twenty-one years, di sci pl lne problems
that I 've had.
I don't send students to the office. For
myse 1 f, I don't be 1 i eve in i t. I do not say i t' s wrong,
and I would not say that If I had been a teacher at
twenty-one or twenty-two, closer to the student's age, that
that might not have been a recourse I would have taKen.
I
handle my own discipline problems i f I have them, l Just
don't have very many.
I think students coming into my class
Know I'm tough. And I th i nK sometimes the;,· th i nK I pride
myself on being tough, and that's really not true. But I do
have high
standards, and I don't want them to have get to college and
apologize for their college bound English course, and what
they had in English.
And I'm going to be tough. And I am
tough; and I'm not apologizing for that, either. But I
just ... I keep them so busy.
I usually have twice as much
planned in a class period.
I don't let them have time to be
Idle. And if I do give them study time, I'm just a real
-
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bear about the fact that they must be quiet. They can work
on sombody else's subject, but they must not steal that time
from the student next to.them, who is not going to have the
guts to stand up and say, "hey, be quiet -- I've got
football practice after school.
I gotta get this done while
I can.° Kids aren't going to do that to each other, and I
I'm
Know that, so I'm going to be the bad guy and do it.
go i ng to say, "now be quiet, the per-son next to you may want
to study.
If you want to go get a magazine, or read today's
newspaper, that's fine.
I just don't want you to talk."
And it is quiet in my classroom. And I don't have
discipline problems.
J.T.F.: Well I know that, speaking from personal exper·ience
that, I think from day one you pretty well made it clear to
the students that you meant bus i ness, and that this was
going to be a time to really get something accomplished.
Would you say that's probably an important part of ...
establishing that type of relationship between the •.• it was
almost a boss/employee type relationship. Things were very
clearly defined; and would you say that the more clearly
defined that relationship is, the fewer problems you're
going to have?
Jackie: Definitely.
I th i nk that from day one the teacher
that can establish thee pe~tat i ons and the goals is going
to have an easier time in the classroom, and I if I wer·e
going to staf"'t all over again, that's one thing I definitel y
would not change.
I thinK that's very, very true and I •..
you're right, I do tell them from day one this is the way it
i s.
I Kno~• that after that first day students go out of the
room and say, "aw, she doesn't mean it, she's not going to
be that tough." And they stay in and find out I am.
There
are a few others who head for the guidance office and checK
out, and that'» fine. That's why I deliver that little
lecture. Because as I said, I don't want them to have to
apologize later on, and I tell them that they may th i nk they
spend a lot of time in there, but I spend three times as
much.
I'm organized and I'm prepal"ed when I come in.
I get
their papers bacK to them on time, they don't have to wait
for them, if I have to stay up ti I four in the morning. So
I give a lot to my class and I expect a lot. That's Just
never been watered down.
Harn': Yes, I think discipline ... I thinl< the cour·ts have
made i t very tough on schools.
I think we have to Keep kids
regardless .
I don ' t think that's completely r·ight.
I think
school's a privilege, and a responsibility. You can't
f"'elease a student or put him on suspension ~or more than
three days, or then you've got to have a hearing, Heaf"'ings
are all right, but I think sometimes the truth has to come
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out: in them. A student: Just can't be a professional student
and not do anything, What I mean by a professional student
is a student who comes to,school as a social aspect, and not
as a learning aspect.
I think we have a lot more little
things that are irritating. And a lot of little irr-itating
things sometimes develop into big things,
I think ... once
again, I think respect ... we have to.,. how do you teach
that? P~er pressure is becoming very hard, and that affects
discipline.
I think you must be very consistent with your
discipline. And I think you must fit your punishment.
J.T.F.: You mentioned just a little while ago, about the.,.
more or less the legal aspects of d1scipl ine. Do you think
the students ar-e awar-e of the legal implications of ... well,
I iKe
corporal punishment, and because they'r-e awar-e of the
difficulty that a teacher can be placed into, that they are
not as -- for lacK of a better word -- intimidated by a
teacher, and less I il<e])• to fa1 l in 1 ine because they Know
that certain types of discipline can ... fire back on a
tE-acher?
Harry: Yeah,
I think the student Is, .. sometimes we don't
give them credit for being intelligent enough. A student 1s
always going to try and get ahead of you, and you may have
to sit up nights figuring out how to get ahead of them ! And
it becomes a cat and mouse game.
I think students are very
much aware of what a teacher can do, and what they can't do.
And I think they sometimes feel 1 iKe when they take and picK
on other Kids, some students really picK on teachers, try to
back them Into a corner. They're not so dumb.
It is tough,
and it's tough to get rid of a Kid. Our laws are that way.
And I don't Know what you do about the l<ids that don't want
t:o go to school; he's prett y hard to motivate, he's pretty
hard to grab, and say what he is, and we have Kids who enjoy
making trouble. And I don't know what you do about them,
If you've got them in class, I think you can make the
analogy to a bad apple in a barrel. Pretty soon you're
going to get two or thr-ee. And they may take the fringe
person, and go their way. We have a lot of kids that all
you have to do is get them in the right direction. And
that's part of schooling, is let's get these Kids and get
them going in the r-ight direction. Sooner or later, and
that's the nice thing about Kids, they do come back, they do
r-eal i ze and mature and that, and they come bacK and they do
go the right direction, and they llKe to come tell you,
"see, )'OU didn't think I'd ma.Ke it." That's called growing
up.
J.T.F.: Do you feel that high school education should be
more broad-based, or 1 iberal arts type of setting, or should
it be more college/career oriented? I'm trying to think of
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a better way to phrase that, but ... I guess 1 iberal arts as
opposed to college bound and career.
Jackie:
I think I Know t-1/'hat you're saying.
I'm trying to
think of the terminology too, because It's what we used when
I was in high school.
I would -- most of my collegues don't
agree with m, -- I would 1 ike to see us go back to what I,
for want of a better· word, am going to cal 1 "tracks•. When
I was in high school I we either could go the vocational
track, and it wasn't as near·ly as exciting as it is now, we
didn't have houses we could build, cars we could work on and
things l Ike that; or str,ictly college bound; or general, and
the general was more broad-based. The difficulty, at that
time, was in choosing between the general and the college
bound.
I really do believe high school time is the time to
experiment.
I'd 1 ike to see students doing more with
history, and economics, and sociology, and humanities, and
learning more about that whole world out there. But, if
they really are in a family situation, or an economic
situation, where they Know that from day one out of school
they're going to need to get a job and get to work, then to
me it only makes sense that there are tracks for them to
assume and take. And there are going to have to be some
necessary things in every track, there is going to have to
be English basics, and math basics, and all that; but beyond
that, those electives they pick, should be organized for
them accordingly. And that's what I think we need to get
back to with education.
J.T.F .: Just to Kind of rephrase this, you're sayings that,
well, that because of the sl tuation being what It is for
students now, that many of them are already working even as
they're I n h I gh sch oo 1 , that s imp 1 y i n s i st i n g that they be
exposed to a 1 ittle bit of everything, although a good idea
on paper, is not practical? That they need that Kind of
•;ocational, and specific, training to pr·epare them for the
situation?
Jackie: Yes, I think that ✓ s very true; and I suppose part
of my philosophy about that has to come from my more recP.nt
experience with the journalism schools, whereby they don't
even want to look at you unti I you're a junior, as far as
any specialized courses. They want you to get all those
fine arts, to learn to be human, to learn to 1 Ive in the
wor·ld, to learn to l<now people, to Know a little bit about a
lot. And then come into the specialized courses. So they
v.tc:i.r,t >'OU to do that your first two >'ears of college. Some
even into your third year. And I'm a firm believer in that,
for the profession of journal ism particularly. Now, there
are some other areas. A little while ago ttJe were talking
about d1scipl ine, and you asked me about the change, and I
-
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think I took you on a tangent of I don't have disclpl ine
problems to speak of.
I didn't get back to the fact that I
see a tremendous change indiscipline with teachers today.
Teachers used to be able to touch a child -- whether it was
firmly or otherwise -- you just can't do those things with
our laws today. You just cannot do ,t. One of the most
well respected people that has ever gone out from teaching
In this building was not above occasionally, they tell me,
even using a bit of a chain; and that sounds al ittle
frightening to me, but they did use it, and I don't Know of
a single person who's been more respected than that
individual. So, you wouldn't think of doing that today.
You cannot Jay a hand on ... you cannot be verbally abusive
to students, there are laws to protect the student that
never existed before. And you better learn those laws as a
new teacher, or you're going to be in lots of lawsuits.
J.T.F.:

The days of the dunce cap are over.

Jackie: You can't even ... because that would be emotionally
disturbing to the student, and you could be taken to court
for that. You've humi I iated this student in class. So I
think young teachers, in a new ball game, have it a Jot
tougher than some of the rest of us.
Harr>·: Well, I think it's like all other things, I think
you need a good balance of both of them.
I see the 1 iberal
arts come through the elementary and middle schools, and
somewhat through first two grades in high schools. And then
I -- we see the juniors and seniors, through electives,
specializing, where they go the vocational route or the
college route. And I thinK colleges sometimes dictate that.
We are preparing students for college, and the college ha~
become very sophisticated, and sometimes we find ourselves
teaching courses that thirty years ago they taught in
college. And the colleges don't worry about it -- i f you
can ✓ t get it, and if your school doesn't hil.ppen to be large
enough, or wealty enouth to gi'Je those, then we have some
problems. Whether it's activities or subjects or that ...
but I thin!< you need a balance of both.
I don"'t think you
can specialize without having some I iberal arts. And if you
have all liberal arts, you're probably not In a position
where you have any skills. You have lots of knowledge -- a
1 i ttle bit about a lot of things. You need to Know,
sometimes, a lot of things just about one thing.
J.T.F.: Do you feel that here at McPherson High School,
that they have a ... they've struck a fairly good balance?
Harry:
I think so.
I think they worry about it a lot.
It~s called curriculum. And they're always working on i t .
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And each teacher may be selfish in their point of view about
their own curriculum. I thlnK they know probably more than
anyone else, and 1 thinl< •it's up to the, administration to
blend this.
J.T.F.: Getting back to this broad-based versus specific
education, would a trend in either direction greatly affect
your teaching as it ~tands right now? Your style, or method
or anything e16e?
Jackie: Probab I y if I were younger.
I'm s Ix ty-four.
I'm
really in the twi I ight of my career. You might ask me that
question after I've taught at the University next year, in
Report Ing I, how w i 11 my style change.
I don't Know. Those
Kids that I'm going to have out there 1n front of me are
going to have paid dearly for those hours to sit In those
seats. They're not going to be there scot free. Whether
I'm going to find that that makes them more eager to learn,
or what, l don't know.
l think, though, In a given similar
situation in high school, Jeff, I probably wouldn't change,
because l 've 11 Ked what I've done, I guess I 1 i Ke the way
l 'm doing it, l 've 1 i Ked the feedback I get.
I don't take
very many popularity prizes in school, and that had to stop
being necessary and important to me. It was important,
particularly before I married fourteen years ago, It was
awfully important to me that the kids feel free to drop by
my apartment, any hour of the day or night.
If they had a
problem, I wanted them to come. That was terribly Important
to me at that given period in my 1 lfe.
It stopped being
that important when I had another 1 lfe, of course. It's
~till important, but I. .. the benefits that l can draw are
the students that come back -- and I had a Jetter just the
other day -- that say, "I didn't particularly 1 iKe you, or
the class, but I want to write now and thank you for It."
And I get some of those every year, and that's where I have
to reap my results.
Harry: Oh, I think we've had that trend, after Sputnik and
that. We became very cognizant, nd we're heading back In
thi~ in A Nation ~t Risk, and I th1nK what we're going to
find is that we're going to swing wa>· over on something new,
and then we're going to swing bacK. And then we're going to
settle down, andwe'lJ take the best of both, The new math
was that.
It was a very big digression from what the
regular math had been, and now it's come bacK; and we take a
1 I t t 1 e b I t of both ,
J.T.F.: Education Is I 1Ke other social entities In that
it's subject to trends, and you feel that al though 1 t does
swing back (and forthJ you think eventually that, at least
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for a time,
middle?

It's going to kind of fal 1 somewhere Ir. the

Harry: Yes. And if you're caught In that time before it
settles, you may have some problems. But once it gets
settled, It's usually pretty good until someone else decides
it ought to be changed. One t hing we do In education is it
seems 1 Ike we've always got to change, somebody's got to
have some change to justify their job. And see, here I'm
taKlng a poke at people, but we've had a three year high
school, a four year high school, a three year high school, a
four year high school -- about every twenty years we
fluxuate back and forth. That's an example, but that's true
in a lot of areas of school .
J.T.F . : Would you say that computer sciences are a pretty
big tr·end right now?
Harry :
It is .
I thinK it"s starting to swing back, For· a
while, everything was computer, and the people that sell
computers had a good sales pitch , and the>' did a. good
selling job, a lot of computers were sold, legislatures got
into i t , i n some states I e g i s 1 at u res wanted a computer i n
every deal, then all of a sudden -- how do you adapt
computers? A computer is not the answer itself, It's a
tool, or a supplement , And we've got to 1ooK at it as that.
I think that we're going to live in a new type era of
technology, that you better know somthing about computers.
An old man l Ike me, no .
I don't know anything about a
computer .
I'm going to wait until they start talking to
you, and then you talK back with them and tell them what to
do.
I probably use a computer in my instruction as much as
anyone in this school .
l know how to turn the computer on
and off, but m>' st:udents have written programs.
J . T.F: They used to talk about a teacher being a pitcher
that would pour information into a student's head .
Is that
what teachers are doing? Or is the teacher ' s Job, as far as
you're concerned, to teach the student how to learn how to
learn, and to enjoy learn i ng in and of itself .
Jackie:
think the good teacher has to do more than
disper.sE- information and store it away, to pull it back
for times of testing.
I think that concept of teaching's
gone out after the age of information went out and we've
gotten more now into the age of technology and so forth.
I
went back to school at forty-two during the age of Sputn , K,
when, you know, the Russi ans have done this marvelous thing
and now everything was science and we left all the fine arts
and all the other things in the wake back here. Then we've
gone through the age of information, and now the age of
-
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technology, Whether we'll ever get bacK to the age of
intellectuality, liKe we had years ago, I don't Know. Uh, I
got sidetracKed -- what wa's your question about the ...
J.T.F.: Well, just -- first of all I wanted to Know what
you felt was ••.
Jackie: All right, now I remembin.
I don"t think you are
going to last long in teaching if all you do is dispense
information.
But, I think as far as making them want to
learn, I thinK you have to be the example.
I think you have
to be excited about your subject matter, and I don't care If
you've taught it twenty-one years or five years, I think
that excitement has to show,
I think it has to spark from
your eyes, I think it has to come from your voice, I think
it has to come from the rapidity or lack of it with your
words,
I think you have to be on fire with the desire for
them to learn what you know, and gosh, you've enjoyed
Knowing it, and you want to share it with them. And I think
if you don"t do that -- if you're a passive teacher -- and
you just come to cl ass with ... wel 1, here's ar,other· day to
teach, then I don't think you should expect your students to
learn, and I don't think they will.
J.T.F.: What do you think is the norm, as far as ..• we're
talking now about the ideal. What do you think in the real
world ... do you think that most of them are the eight to
four, merely trying to teach from their perspective rather
than from the student's.
In other words, I think there are
teachers out there who gear their material, and their
presentation, and their testing in such a way that it is
most convenient for them, as opposed to whether or not it
will instill that wonder, and desire to learn. Do you feel
that in the real world, there are more teachers that are
shooting for that ideal, or who are reverting bacl< to merely
pouring knowledge into a brain?
Jackie:
I think r ✓ d lil<e to take the fifth amendment!
I
think if we even have one teacher who is an eight to four
teacher, and gears what they teach in the classroom to their
own 1 ifestyle and what's easier for them, then it's one too
many.
But, that's idealistic. As far as whether we have
more teachers that way, we have far too many. We also have
some exceptionally fine teachers. And McPherson High School
I think, is very fortunate to have some of them. And I
think McPherson College -- I think we're fortunate to have a
couple of colleges here with some very fine teachers. But
that ✓ s why I think that A Nation at Risk was needed to waKe
us up -- to Jar teachers.
I think we need better
preparation in colleges, I think it has to be less easy for
teachers to get that precious degree.
I don't thinK they
-
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need that two year tenure.
I think when we get rid of some
of these bad things that have made it easy for teachers to
just be teachers, to just •be the shopkeeper in the classroom, and it's been too easy.
I probably would have fallen
into the same wake, maybe, if it had been that easy; but I
think we need to make it tougher for the teacher.
Harry:
I hope not.
I think everything's a sales pitch.
I
think teachers have to be good salesmen, and I think any
aspect of the school they have to be good salesmen. They've
got to sell the kids, they've got to 4=.ell the parents,
they've got to sell the public. This is the school system
in gener·al. Administration has to sell the public.
I thinK
the teachers and Kids together have to sell the parents 1 and
I consider myself probably more of a salesman than I do a
teacher.
I don't thinK you any more pour stuff in and have
them regurgitate it is a method of teaching. And yet,
sometimes that's the only way you can learn certain things.
They have quite a few theories on learning now. Some of
them are very good.
J.T.F,: Now, we've talked a little bit earlier -- >'OU were
mentioning about how, back in the early days, that you felt
that students seemed more anxious to learn.
I guess the
question I'm wanting to ask now is: do you feel that, in the
present day, do most high school students want to learn?
And secondly, do most feel that high school is a beneficial
thing to them?

JacKie:

Do most?

J.T.F.:

Yes, most.

JacKie: Not today, I don't thinK. Not today, I don ✓ t think
most do.
I probably am not the best person to answer that,
because having college bound students, I naturally have more
the cream of the crop .
In j our n a 1 i sm, the two pub I i cat i on s
classes I have, I have Kids who have elected to be there -not have been forced into it, So al 1 I can base it on is
that one class a day that I have where I get the Kids that
have been scheduled in there, out of necessity, because it's
the lesser of several evils that they've been offered,
I
would 1 I Ke to tel 1 you that everybody that comes into
,Journal ism I or Journal ism II is in there because they want
to 1Jse it as a testing ground, to see if they'd l i Ke it to
be on the school publication, and that's simply not true.
I
have those Kids that are there simply because of a scheduling conflict, and those are the Kids I'm basing it on when
I say they're just there Killing time. They're just there
until the bell ring-=- at three fifteen and they can get out
to the job, or out to the football fi~ld, or someplace else,
-
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J.T.F.:

Now, how do you deal with those students?

JacKie1 Not very well. As an experienced teacher, I should
deal better. I should learn how to lower the bait better,
and still keep It high enousgh that the six or eight
students that I have over here are going to feel that
excitement in journal ism that I feel. And yet, I feel that
I;m a better teacher since I;ve had those classes than I was
when I had three hours of college bound, and then my two lab
clas~es.
I feel that I ... That does;n mean I feel I'm a
better teacher In that hour where I teach ,Journal Ism I or
I I , but I feel I;m a more appreciative teacher of students
that I have in my other classes.
It doesn't help that I
have that class the last hour of the day when, since I
usually come to school at six in the morning, I perhaps have
hit a lower ebb with spontenai ty and things 1 ike that. How
do I deal with it? Those are the classes where I give the
C's and occasionally the D's, which I don't •.. rarely do I
have to give those in my other classes. Rarely.
I'd l Ike
to think that, because those students will go ahead and sign
up lots of times, for one of the publ I cations, that there
has to be something being done that's right. But, I;m
seeing fewer each year sign up for the publications, so that
doesn't speak too well for it either.
I;m really trying to
be honest.
Harry: That's pretty tough. To answer the first one, yeah,
I think Kids want to learn.
Most Kids. The majority, a
very substantial majority want to learn.
Because kids
always start out 1 iKing school. Now, there;s some that
probably don;t want to learn, but something's turned them
off, and sometimes it's confidence. Sometimes it's peer
pressure, and sometimes ... I don't know what it is. But, I
think Kids do want to learn.
I still thinK that this is the
old-age adage that yeah, way back, someone's setting on one
end of the log to the other. Now, what wast.he second
question?
,J .T.F.: Well, do you feel like most high school students
recognize high school education as something that's of value
to them?
Harry:
I don't think a high school education 1s as of value
to them now, as it was forty, fifty years ago, because then
we could be sur·e that a per·son who graduated fr·om high
school was responsible and all that. And some students have
quit school before [graduating] still had the talent, that
they were responsible, they had initiative, and could do
things, and they did do things -- they became very successful. We;re l lving in a different age. We're living in a
technology age.
I don;t Know if they realize how impor·tant
-
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it is "till they go out and they want a certain kir1d of job,
and they don't have the background. This is true in our
field, we have a lot of ki~s that want to be engineers, but
they don't learn their mathematics and it's dear old dad
forks over the money for one semester, then they're home or
else they're on probation.
I don't think some student<:
fathom the importance of high school, but perhaps college Is
on the same level now as high school was fifty years ago,
because we have a good percentage of students that go to
colleges from all over and when we think of a college
graduate we think that he has all the tools that he needs,
We are finding out that the high school Kid doesn,t asways
fit -- why can"t Johnny read -- employer·s complain about
Chow] they can,t add or make change . Look at McDonald's and
fast food restaurants -- you punch pictures for prices.
They are computerized, and they are making up for the shortcomings of what students don,t have knowledge of, and yet
their education probably doesn't afford them a better job.
We're going to probably see a lot more people in service
industries and industries such as I just de~cribed where the
wages won"t be comparable to the one that has the Knowledge.
J.T.F.: You think there is going to be a real gap, then
between -- lar·ger gap, than there is now, even, between say
blue collar and white collar (labor]?
Harry: Yes, I think so, but everybody's improtant in the
make-up of ever>·thing, and nothing's wrong with being down
here 1f you have the tools, you ✓ ve got a responsibility, and
you like It. You've got to l1Ke it.
J,T.F.: Now, what do you -- you specifically
try to do
with students who don"t seem to want to learn or don't seem
to recognize the value of high school?
Harry:
I think when they becom9 high school students, my
philosophy is you start treating them 1 iKe an atult and
they"ve got to take some responsibility, themselves, to come
in, but I th1nK -- yes as long as they are a student in my
class I"m responsible to them.
I owe them something. They
owe me something. They hav£- a right to fail, but they have
a right to expect help. And I am going ta have to try
different ways unti I we"ve exhausted it. And that stil I
comes back to their attitude.
I've had probably overachievers and I"ve had people that are probably gifted and
do not care, and yet there's something to be said for both.
There are over-achievers that make up for what they lack,
and they make you feel good.
It•~ the ones that have all
the tools that have the missed opportunity by not using what
has been available to them in school.
It doesn't come back
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away, it doesn't come back .
J.T.F.:
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I t ' s I i Ke an arr ow th a t ,. s sh o t

How individualized do you feel

that teaching should

be?

Jackie:
Just as individualized as the numbers will allow.
Now, if you have a class of ten or twelve or fifteen, even
maybe, you could make it a lot more individualized, and that
is the optimum.
I quite agree with that. If you have a
class of twenty-two to twenty-five, then that's a Ii ttle
more difficult, and I guess that's the problem that I have.
My college bound students are all geared pretty much one
way. My publications class students are geared toward
production, and then the last hour of the day I have the
students that all the way from a few freshmen to one or two
seniors, mostly sophomores and Juniors, who I'm not sure are
geared any way; and that's the class that is my stumbling
block, and that's where I really need to teach individualized. Perhaps if I were going to continue to teach, to
teach again in the high school, I would try to select some
summer courses to take that would help me with a different
method of reaching that student -- low students.
I think I
reach two thirds of them, but a third of them that last hour
I Know I have left in the wal<e; and that''=· where I told you
that I think that's the toughest decision to maKe in teaching: how high do you put the bait?
Harry: Oh, ideally that'd be the greatest thing -- the
student on one end of the table, teacher on the other.
I
think because of costs that we may have to go the way some
colleges have: big lectures, then break down to small groups
wher-e they talK.
Individualized instruction ••. I will buy
it as long as a teacher is involved, but if you're going to
progr-a.m it -- no.
I think there is something you get from
the teacher-, the give and taKe.
J.T.F. :

By program do you mean a computerized course?

Harry: Where they have these books where you write in the
textbooks.
J .T . F.:

Programmed texts?

Harry:
I can't buy that, !nd that at one time was very
fashionable.
I don;t know if it still is, but I thinl< we
need the give and take between student and teacher.
J.T.F.:

Now, to what exstent do you try to Individualize?
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Harry: We ✓ 11 take our gifted and we have things for them to
do; and work such as on computers and that. And on every
test we set up a basic te$t and then we have bonus problems,
six or seven or eight, and they are the ones that challenge
the Kids. And quite a few Kids try them, and they are
probably where they can ✓ t get them, but if they can get
them, then they have a confidence level increased. Maybe
sometimes they have a 1 lttle ego trouble, but we do try to
challenge them with extra stuff -- supplementary.
I don't
believe in trackinQ,
I think they've got to be a homogenous group, although we're headed for tracking. We have very
much a lot of it now . We label you as somebody th~t's slow
and not very fast, and you as super smart, and that; and
that sometimes becomes ego problems here, and depress i on
over here. Like I've got three strikes against me. We have
Kids that come in this school that do have three strikes
against them before they even enter .
J.T.F.: Kind of along these same I ines, then. How do you
try to motivate students and how much of the teacher's job
is motivation? Should the student motivate himself to some
extent, I guess is what 1 ✓ m saying. To what lengths should
a teacher go to try to motivate the student?
Jackie: Oh, sure, the student should try to motivate
himself; but I think the Job of being the motivator is
primarily the responsibility of the teacher.
I thinK the
teacher has to motivate by Knowing the material, by having
it organized, by finding out through trial and error that
study guides will work or won't work, that videos will work
or won/t work, that lectures will work or won't worK, that
small individual ied class discussions will wor·I< or won't
work . Sometimes It has to be, you Know, by trial and error
thing,
I think the responsibility for motivating rests with
the teacher. That and discipline haven't been a hard thing
for me, simply because I think I am a pretty well motivated
person, and I Know I'm an enthusiastic person, and I'm an
optomistic person, and l think those are Kind of good, Key
things for teachers to be . A friend of mine, who 1s a
teacher, one day told me something interesting. He said,
"you know, if I wake up in the morning and x ✓ m not sick, but
I just don't really feel very well, I call in sick and don/t
go to school."
I was just agha~-t, becaut:.e I have to be dead
i f I don't come to sch,:,ol.
I said, "I don/t understand that
and I think that's ter-r-ible . " And we Just reall>' went at
it. And he said, "I'm not going to do a good Job In that
classr·oom if I'm not up," Well, see, I read into that that
as adults we need to find some way to get ourselves up.
That to miE' is 1 i Ke the student, and students do sta>' home
today if they have a sore hang-nail, that to me i s 1 ike the
student who has a sniffle or who doesn't feel wel 1.
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They're going to find an excuse to stay home. But, you
can't blame the student too much, Jeff, today for that;
because lots of times mom .and dad are both gone and there's
nobody to get him up and motivate him or her to get to
school .
Har-r·y: Oh,
think r·eading cur·rent things in school •.. If
something very unusual's in the newspaper and they've seen
it, that's good. We Just had a unit on probability and
permutation, and that, and kids will see things in the
paper· ; but I think you've got to ask them what they
do .•. even if you've got to talk about matching pennies, or
something.
l think they've got to have some hands-on
experience with it -- why you do this, what's important. We
can do this in our method, in our teaching our· cour·se -math -- where you can make reference to where it's appl 1ed
and quite often bring in what hand=--on experience ... now
that ' s for your low-level; your high-level you've got to
have some> abstract, wher·e it e x ists In your mind. OrJr book
is always building towards the abstract, and we try to go
from wher-e it's hand=-on to ab<.:.trac t, ar,d then try to convince the student by a certain discipline that we have built
on. Geometr>' is built fr·om r,othing to a complete> cour·se,
and math does have a wonderful structure and it has very few
exceptions, and in our· cur-riculum we go from here's what you
have to general izatlon and we work at th i s by levels of
attainment, whether- it's by age or by courses that they have
taKen be-fore, and so all people don't get it; but they
should get some of ,t .
You touched a 1 i ttle bit ear·l i er on the Nation at
Risi< publication. Do you feel personally that the United
State-s educational system 1s fai 1 ing when placed up against
Japanese and some European models, or are we comparing
apples and oranges whe-n we make those Kind of comparisons?
..T.T.F.:

Jackie:
I thinK we ar·e comparing apples and oranges. We're
still comparing learning and teaching and basic things.
I
think we have a good system.
I think it can definitely be
better and I think we're on the track of making It better,
and I think we need some e>' e-openers like that.
I think it
was a good thing that happened to education.
J.T.F.: You feel that just as an eye-opener, and kind of a
shakedown, that that was the main purpose of it?

Jack i e: Some of the studies tha.t have been done since, some
of my teacher friends wer~ Just incensed by it.
It never
angered me that much.
I was able to separate what I thought
was a 1 ittle about what they were talking about that's
wrong. Yeah, I hadn't thought about It that way before, and
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I thinK we all needed to.
I had made a diligent study of
that and it hurt -- it was painful.
I squirmed.
I didn't
1 ike some to the things I· saw m;,·self doing; but, it was a
learning experience for me, and I think we need that every
once in a wh i 1 e.
J.T,F.: Do you feel that publications 1 ike that -- and of
course, there have been others 1 ater now -- do you feel that
it has been beneficial in ter·ms of casting a very critical
eye on the profession of teaching, not merely to criticizing
Just to denigrate the system? Perhaps before that time we
had simply assumed that teachers Knew what they were doing,
and excellent in what they did, and now we are striving for
that excellence that perhaps has not been there in the past?
Jackie : Yes, and I can't think ~f any profession of which
the public should be more critical of than of teachers, and
this annoys all of my fellow teachers, because they think we
are in the 1 ime 1 ight a lot and we don't get that respect we
should get; but what profession should have more careful
scrutiny that teaching? We have those people's priceless
products -- their children . They're our tomorrow . We teach
today so t.hey can touch tomorrow, and I think people should
be more critical of us than they are. More understanding,
too. We're expected to do everything for today's child.
We're expected the give them breakfast in some schools now,
and I don't approve of that . Not Just the breakfast, but I
don't approve of having to do all those things; but, as far
as the academic part's concerned, I think we should be under
the publ ie eye, and be called for credibll i ty every step of
the way .
Har'"·y:
I think apples and oranges, Of course, I'd be
prejudiced.
I don't think you can compare classes that you
have. Every class is a different personality. Every class
is different, and I'm glad that all people aren't smart, or
all people aren't dumb .
It would be a terrible world , We
don't always measure ••• it used to be they had the New York
Board of R~gents where a teacher taught to pass the state
test.
I don't know how good that is.
I'd say It's very
steriotyped.
I think we need to let a teacher 90 and try
to, as you say, enthuse the student. We measure with the
best Europeans and if they [European students] don't [pass
certain exams] they' re int c, voe at i ona l or apprentice or some
other [area). The Japanese are very strong family oriented.
It's hard to measure with them. They do spend more time in
school, their country spends more money on them; yes, best
col I eges. Where are al 1 the best teachers? They're at the
best colleges and they're paid the best salaries and this is
true in Japan, and I thinK the pressure on the student has
<.:,c,mething to do with it.
I don't think life is made up of
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being the smartest thing.
I think we need a balance in
I ife.
I don't feel bad about our system.
I third< sometimes
in inner cities it's tough~r.
l wouldn't want to teach
there.
I'm out here on the broad Kansas plains, where I
think Kansas as a whole has very good schools; so I can't be
an expert on that. Quite often the experts are people that
are in col I ege and the;,· sit in Ivory towers and they are
ideaists, and they haven't had the real experience, or if it
has beenJ it's been years ago.
I've been on North Central
evaluations and you can always count on the college guy
being a very idealist, r·ather than practical.
I don"t feel
bad about our school system.
I thinK we have too many cooks
trying to straighten it out. We have all sarts of people
that have the answer, and I don't think the answer is there.
I don"t Know what the answer is.
J.T.F.: Would you say, basically, that an educational
system very much reflects the society that It's in, and 1n
order for us to change our educational system, we would have
to change our society, I mean our outlook on education ~s a
society, first?
Harry: Oh, I thinK so.
I think college towns are different
than other towns.
Big cities are different.
I think where
you have very many types of people, different nations and
that, but I think that"s what our society is; and how do we
hold education -- and it's not so important as it has been.
I don't Know what the answer is.
J.T.F.:
Can aspiring teachers -- these teachers who are in
college now, majoring in education -- can they really be
taught how to teach? Or is it something that comes with on
the job training, so to speak? And Kind of a follow-up to
that: would a larger apprenciceship, a longer period of time
as a student teacher out in the field, would that be of
greater benefit than the block coursework that is currently
used?
Jackie:
I don't have the answer to what needs to be done,
and if you can't have an answer, maybe you shouldn't be
critical; but l do not feel that the way we have and are
approaching student teaching and student teaching block Is
good.
It's a false situation.
It's so much easier when you
get your own classroom than is does in that classroom where
you.,ve got a visiting teacher coming in to assess >·ou, and
students assessing you and fill 1ng out reports on you, and
your supervising teacher doing it.
I thought that was a
horrendous experience, and l was older, so what must it be
for you young kids surviving it? I have really struggled
with this.
I don't Know what should be done.
I don't know
that a longer period of time will do It.
I Just think ,t
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needs to be a different system, and somebody a lot smarter
than I am Is going to have to come up with It -- the method.
J . T.F.: You feel that a longer apprenticeship -- a longer
student teachin9 period -- would only maKe that painful
period last longer?
JacKle:

Right now I do.

Right now I do.

Harry : No, I think I probably have a different philosophy
on that .
I thin!< good teaching comes from a long time • .. It
comes from experience. Where does the experience come from?
I thinK that we're stuck in something new, and your 1 lfe
you're learning how to swim, and you have to get into the
swim of things; and It's going to taKe a while. You don't
become real proficient at It Crn a short tlmel.
I thin!< we
are getting a lot of different ideas about teachers and
teacher education that's going to cost a lot of money, and I
thlnK we're going to run Kids out of It, because by the time
they're through it there 1s no material reward for them, unless they rea.11>' love it. A new teacher· starts out, I thinK
they are going to experience a lot of different things -some very pleasant, some very unpleasant -- but I think they
have to make a whacK at It again.
It's tough to follow a
good teacher, and even if you have been teaching a long
time, and you have to change your methods, you have to try
something else, and after you have found out all the things
that don't worK, and you know what works, Is isn't so bad.
J.T.F.: Do you thrnK that a longer apprenticeship In the
form of the student teaching set-up that we have right now,
do you thinK that would be of greater benefit?
Harry: No, I don't Know, see, I looK at it lil<e this:
someone tooK me to be a student teacher . I went one hc,ur· a
day for one semester. Now they expect you to taKe a student
teacher.
I'm very glad to, but I don't always agree with
their philosophy that they should teach everything. You've
got to consider the student sometimes, and I think we don't
always do that.
I don't agree completely.
I third< student
teaching Is good, and I thinK you may know that this student
has something if you've got to worK to get your class back,
and that's what I consider a real good student teacher; and
I've had them. I think the way we have it now is bad. I
1 Ike them to send a teacher out and I can have them, say ,
for nine weeks, and I can turn them loose 1n this course
after a while, and I thinK the teacher has to abandon the
rule when he feels confident that student can handle It,
because that student's got to ••• that's got to be their
class.
I don't think the student can mimmick the teacher.
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They've got to be themselves, and then after they handle
that area, then they go -- In our part1culdar branch -- to
another, and have
taste of two or three things; I ik you
are sampl Ing a nice buffet, and see what you can do, because
there's going to be areas that >our expertise isn't good on,
and you may not be able to do the Job in that area, but In
another area you can. I think the way we have It 1s pretty
good . I don't I ike the new-fangled ways they're coming out
with . Now, that probably won't please
lot of people, but
we have had very pleasant experiences with student teachers,
Every so of ten a col 1 ege w1 11 tell us, "no, you do it th Is
way,• and 1f they do, we won't take any more 5tudents. I
think we've got to find out about them, nd I think they'll
do a good job.
J.T.F. : What value to you feel extra-curricular activities
have in education, and I know thare are a lot more extracurricular activities available to students now, and have
Your views changed much from the early days to now toward
extra-curricular activities?
Jackie: Probably not . I still feel, and a lot of people
disagree with me, that the active student, the very active
student, ver/, very active student is usually your better
student in the cla&sroom ; that the more a student set$ out
to do, the busier the student is, the more involved he or
she is, the better the student operates for me In th classroom, And I think extra-curricular are an absolute must. I
don't think there's anyone . . . are you referring to things
1 Ike debate, and things 1 Ike that, as extra-curricular?
J . T . F.:

Wel 1, no , because those ar• . . .

Jackred :

Are you referring to sport~?

J.T.F.: Yeah, sports, school plays -- and I Know you were
one of the directors of plays and the musical -- nd those
types of... I guess DECCA, I don't know If they have that
anymore, but . ..
,Jackie: Oh, yes•
nationals,

Very active.

The>' Just got back from

J.T.F.:
... Stugo, those types of things that are extracurricular.
Jackie:

Just an unqual lfied yes.

I think they're Vital.

J.T.F.: You feel they are a learning experience, just as
much as time spent in the classroom Is?
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Jackie: Provided they have a good sponsor or advisor, who
is content to let the Kids do it -- but is there in the
background to make sure t~at it is done. Not what they want
done, but what the kids w111 organize and get done.
As
long as it's just not a goof-off period.
Harry:
I think when extra-curricular activities were
started they had tremendous value.
I still thinK they have
a very positive value on school.
I think it welds students
together.
I thinl< it's good for some other thing~. we don't
teach, like responsibility, respect for others, loyalty,
fr·lendship, Integrity. Sometimes we don't 1 ive by that in
o•Jr extra-curricul r activities.
I don't think long ago
that school boards would have put in extra-curricular
activities if they didn't feel they had worth, and I still
think we wouldn't have them if they weren't of wor-th.
I
know 1n our school I was amazed, the other day, about the
Kayettes, They're an extra-curricular we have, which is
some girls. They raised 1,S00 and they give it all away!
A lot of clubs raise money and spend it on them~elves, which
isn't bad sometimes, but when you take a look at what the
Ka>·ettes did, now there's somthing ther-e. Athletics, music,
debate, these give students opportunities to show what
they've learned, what there talent is.
It doesn't have to
be fancy, 1 iKe a professional deal, but if they have the
opportunity, and we have parents that enjoy seeing their
offspring do that, and we have other people, and the value
to the student that's donlg it I thinK's tremendous.
I feel
that way about athletics; of course, I've been there.
I
thinK now we sometim«?s let get out of hand -- since T,V,
I
don't agree with Mr. Lombardo -- winning isn't the only
thing, and I think you always compete a lot against
yourself. You should be better each time -- should have a
goal, and you should inch up on that goal; and I happen to
be a proponent of extra-curricular activities. I thint we
need to ride herd on them, and be sure they're always
controlled by the school, rather than groups outside th«?
schoo 1 .
J.T.F.: There has been some talk about th,.d recently,
that .• , some concern about whethor or not teachers are still
going to be sponsoring these activities, or if they're going
to draw from the community,
I take it from what you're
saying that should definitely be within the school system,
and Keep school sponsors?
Harry: Yes.
I tell you this: everybody has some problems.
I don't think •.. I think we need to solve our problems.
I
don't think everybod>' need5 to Know about prob 1ems that
exist. Sometimes that can hurt those Involved. I think
school teachers, and coaches, and school officials in
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general have done a good Job about handling things 1 iKe
that. The pay isn't good, the hours are long, and i t;s
Keeping up now with the Jotreses; but I thinK if we;re going
to do it, I feel 1 ike it should come there.
1 wouldn;t want
to be involved In an act iv I ty where we have someone ••• not
that there aren;t many, many people capable ... but. I still
think It's a confidential thing, and I don't care how you
look at it, the teacher's t.i-iith the student every day. The
person that comes in -- not in school -- doesn 1 t Know the
problem the student ... the mood of the student, and that,
I'm not talking about major problems.
I'm talking about
little problems that -some-times can develop into ver-y big
problems, 1 ike making a mountain out of a mole hi 11.
J.T.F.:
Someone outside of the school system would not be
aware of some ot the things that are going on, and would be
sort of, I guess, out of place, or out of touch with what's
really happening?
Harry: Ar,d I think a ~-tudent would sometimes, I don't know
what you would say, would not 1 Ike somebody else outside the
system being involved in their problem. They don't -- very
seldom -- they don't wish to have teachers Involved In their
problems now, but the-y do have counselors involve-d.
Used to
be the teachers were the- ~ounselors, now we have them full
time, and sometimes teachers are still counselors. The>· are
told confidential things.
But I thinK we in this school, I
feel 1 ike -- which I've said -- I teach in the be-st town in
the state of Kansas, and the best school. Why? Because of
the students that are in it, and the teachers; and Kids
sometimes say tough things about this school, but you Know
what? What do you Judge your school on? It's students and
they're part of the school. And Kids ... I think we need to
sometimes build loyalty because a school, whether it;s this
school or any school I probably the only school they'll go
to. They need to have a good experience out of It. They
need to thinK it's good, and have loyalty, because they
won't go any place elsej and if they have a bad attitude
toward school, then you're not going to accomplish much .
.J.T.F.: What do >·ou feel makes an award-winning teacher,
and are these qualities inherent?
Jackie: Like what you do, love your kids, and never be
satisfied with going just a few hours a day to it. You have
to love students . You have to be enthusiastic,
I Just
think that's all it takes, because I'm proof that it can't
be Just the- smarts to do 1t.
I've not had that, I've had to
compensate.
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J.T.F.: You feel that it's ... it sounds lil<e you feel it;s
a little combination of both -- par-tly inherent, and par-tly
what you tr-ain yourself,
,J.icl<ie: Yes, I do, but I thinK we ha1., e
that have gotten into teaching and have
have stayed with it -- to the detriment
themselves.
If they don·'t lil<e it, get
don't ... find something else to do.
1

too many teacher·s
and
of the students and
out of it•
If you

been unhappy,

Harry:
I don't Know.
I think you have to ask Kids that
have had that teacher, and I don't think kids Know whether a
teacher"s good ... I know I didn't l<now that some of my
teachers wer-e good until ten year-slater-.
I feel that it's
pick and choose, and it's 1 Ike 1n athletics, you're good and
You're lucky; and the lucky ones 1n our school system .. . we
have lots of good teachers, that's what makes it good,
because I as a col legue think I teach with a very fine
teacher, He hasn't been very lucky, but he's still great,
and I don't know what maKes it. .. I think some of the things
you've got to look at that we;ve talked about -- you've got
to 1 il<e Kids., :-ou've got to let them know you care, you've
got to say, "I've got something for you, do you have
something for me? Can we have an exchange?" You have to
have rapport with them, you;ve got to have interest in them.
Everything revolves around the student. They're your- bread
and butter, and as you look at 1t, as the school looks at
it, and the administration . •• what can we do for them? And
if you consider a 11 these a spec ts, and I th i nK those are
some qua 1 it I es.
I think you have to have . .. I; 11 be
truthful, you;ve got to have ethics, and I thlnK sometimes,
whether you can do it or not, I think you've got to have
some toughness. Te 11 them you care, you' re doing it that
way, and that they are going down the wrong road, as
diplomatic as you can do it. And I don't think even 1n my
class, where I teach math .•• I always teach a lot of math; I
teach a lot of other- things, and kids som~times get you off
the ~-ubject, but that's what >'Ou ... there's where you can do
it; and who else do they have that they spend as much time
with as the teacher-~? And so, I think the teachers have a
golden opportunity, not only to teach the subject, but teach
al 1 those other things -- and the publ 1c expects us to -and if we don't do it we're "a nation at risK," and who is
the greatest scapegoat of all? The school.
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